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Troy Ferguson, CEO of Redrock Camps, shares how the company
exceeds remote-industry companies’ expectations by building
camps that help keep employees productive and comfortable.

REDROCK CAMPS

How do you make a worker
whose job takes place in the
middle of nowhere feel at
home when on the job? It’s
not easy, but Redrock Camps
has cracked the code. The
remote logistics company
based out of Calgary, Alberta
takes care of employees
working within hard industries

such as oil and gas, energy,

environments—white walls,

and mining during their time

too-bright lights that feel like

in the Canadian wilderness.

a hospital. But we focus on
the emotional side—providing

Redrock’s modular
accommodations are unlike

a home away from home for
the workers who have to be

anything else other companies

away from family and friends

are providing in the industry.

for any length of time.”

“It’s all about providing an

Ferguson graduated university

experience for guests,” said

with a degree in social

Troy Ferguson, President

geography and a minor in

and CEO of Redrock Camps.

business administration,

“Our competitors build sterile

which provided him with
the perfect set of skills for
Redrock Camps, although

Torngat Solar Powered Arctic Research Camp
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he didn’t know it at the time.

logistics of getting the

could mean anything from

The degree came with an

materials where they need

a ’50s-style diner theme

understanding about why

to go; before now, installation

for the eating quarters to a

people live where they live,

companies built the camp.

game room with fun activities

which has provided him with
a compass for guiding his
company and its mission.
Redrock works with each
client to customize their camp
of modular accommodations,
with the client providing the
site and Redrock providing
what is needed for the
temporary camp. Redrock
is also responsible for the

And even though it’s

like pool and foosball for

temporary and considered a

downtime.”

camp, it operates more like

Setting up Camp

a hotel.

Camps that Redrock provides

“We like to ‘man-cave’ it up

could be set up for 90 days

a bit,” Ferguson shared. “We

or ﬁve years, and once the

take what our manufacturers

camp is leased and set up it’s

create and customize it to

essentially the client’s.

bring a sense of home. This
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Redrock 50’s Diner, Rapid Deployment Camp

“Our ﬁrst job and our main

decision-making clients, that

Managing Rapid Growth

job is listening to the client

what some consider the

Redrock Camps, though only

and what they really want,”

“extras” are actually central

established a decade ago,

said Ferguson. “People who

to productivity. In short,

is already a high-growth

hire and pay us never actually

if a company’s employees

company. Originally, Ferguson

sleep in the camps, so their

are comfortable in their

and his business partner

objectives are very different

downtime, they will be

relied on available human

from the people who are

productive on the job.

capital that was already in

actually in the camps every
day. We have to take into
account the ﬁnancial concerns
of the leaders, as much as we
consider the needs and wants
of the people who are actually

The timeframe of setting up
the camp depends on how big
it is. Some are engineered to
sleep 50 people and can be
set up in a day. Other times,

the industry, and didn’t spend
much in terms of HR in the
early days. But the pool of
qualiﬁed candidates began to
get smaller.

large complexes that include

As the operation evolved into

sleeping quarters for 200,

the high-growth entity it is

Since the inception of the

common areas, and a kitchen

today, Redrock and Ferguson

company, Ferguson and

area will typically take much

had to change strategy. Now,

his team have developed

longer to set up: around three

he doesn’t just look for the

a strategy that shows the

weeks from start to ﬁnish.

best trained or most skillful

using these facilities.”
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AGGREKO
Aggreko does not just
rent temporary power: we
engineer critical power
templates for each camp’s
needs. This allows our
customers the ability to
decrease their energy,
service, and emission
expenditures, which in
turn will increase their
proﬁtability. With over 12
years of remote service
experience in Western
Canada, we are the right
choice to support your next
project. Call us today, at
1-877-AGGREKO, or directly
to our Camp Specialist at
403-700-0634.

When your Camp Needs Powering – Aggreko Provides
Reliable Rental Power, Heating and Cooling Solutions
Whether you need a single generator or a complete turnkey distributed utility solution, Aggreko has the capabilities
to support your remote location. Aggreko can also provide 24/7 remote monitoring and technical support which
provides you expertise to keep your camp powered comfortably safe. Call us today to learn how.

Aggreko, Power Specialists in Canada
Aggreko Regional Ofﬁce
3907 75 Ave, Leduc, AB T9E 0K3
T: 877.AGGREKO
E: aggreko@aggreko.com
Aggreko operates from over 200 locations throughout the world.
For the location nearest you, please go to: www.aggreko.com/contact
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REDROCK CAMPS
Redrock Leadership Team

person for the job; instead,
as long as the person has
the right character and
personality to ﬁt Redrock’s
company culture, they are
considered for the position.
After all, the skills needed to
do the job can be taught.
Another way the company
is managing its growth—and
creating great opportunities
for its future—is through the
recent acquisition of Sockeye
Enterprises, a modular
installation company. Previous
to the acquisition, Redrock
Camps was outsourcing the
installation of its camps, but
now the company can provide
an “easy button” for its clients
by having the same supplier
of installation services, now
just at a reduced cost.
“Camp companies like us
don’t usually own installation
companies, but it became
more of a question of ‘why
not?’ rather than ‘why?’”
Ferguson said. “It’s going
great—our two companies
have the same core values,
and Sockeye has a great
culture and great people,
which makes the integration
process into our business
easy. Often, culture can be
the greatest challenge with
acquisitions, but we haven’t
found that with Sockeye.”
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Awards and Recognition
Recently both the company and
Ferguson have been up for impressive
industry and leadership awards. The
company earned the Workforce Housing
Provider of the Year from the Oil &Gas
Awards. Ferguson attributes the win to
focusing on the company’s quality versus
quantity approach to doing business. He
acknowledged that “the equipment is
only one part, taking care of people is the
bigger focus.”
Ferguson himself is a ﬁnalist for the
EY Entrepreneur of the Year award
in the Energy Services division of the
Prairies region of Canada. When asked
what he thought stood out to EY for
the nomination, Ferguson credited the
uniqueness of what Redrock Camps is
doing, noting that the company is “adding
some color to the industry.”

A proud supplier to Red Rock Camps – providing sales
and rentals of communication equipment including
high-speed Internet service, cellular repeaters,
portable towers, VoIP phones, handheld
satellite phones and VHF / UHF radios.

www.virgintechnologies.com
sales@virgintechnologies.com
1-866-788-8728

What’s Next?
“We’re a remote logistics company
that just happens to do camps today,”
Ferguson said. “In the future I see
us continuing with our foundation
of providing services to people and
companies in the middle of nowhere, but
there’s so much more we can do.”
Yes, Ferguson is hoping—and planning—
for revenue growth but he thinks Redrock
Camps can also be an asset to the
community in the region.
“We’re good at getting things done in
remote locations, and I’d really like to see
us help with the planning and building on
the ﬁrst nation community reserves,”
he concluded.

At Gordon Food Service, we
know what makes our organization
special: our history & culture, our
Cornerstone Values and most of all,
customers like you.

www.gfs.com
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Suite 1500, 340-12th Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2R 1L5
Canada

REDROCK CAMPS

Ph: 403.264.7610
Fx: 403.264.7676
www.redrockcamps.com
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